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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1

Background

In April and May 2018, a focus group was formed under the direction of Parish
Pastoral Council to identify broad areas of parish life and then to determine questions
that could be asked of the Parishioners that would provide feedback on the areas that
were identified by the focus group to help provide direction for a Parish Strategic
Plan.
Between June and July 2018, St. Thomas More (STM) Parish provided this survey
both online and on paper to the congregation.
The survey was organized into the following sections:
Spiritual

Feedback/opinions regarding the liturgical and spiritual life at STM

Community

Feedback/opinions regarding the sense of community at STM

Operations

Feedback/opinions regarding the physical facilities and operations at STM

Demographics

Demographic details regarding the respondent

The results were captured in an online tool, Google Forms, of which there were 499
total survey responses approximately half submitted using each method.

1.2

Survey Approach

The survey was designed to allow for both quantitative and qualitative feedback:



Objective/Quantitative (i.e. rankings which can be counted/scored); and
Subjective/Qualitative (i.e. free form text allowing any kind of feedback to be
provided on any issue or theme)
Both types of questions were used so that:
 metrics could be captured to truly evaluate parishioners’ satisfaction with the
parish
 the survey allowed parishioners to elaborate on the response they gave, or
introduce any issue/theme that was important to them, regardless whether the
survey asked about the issue/theme or not
The pattern used in the survey was typically:



ask a quantitative question; then
follow-up with a qualitative question in the form of “Provide comments if
necessary”, to allow the respondent to elaborate further, without any
constraints on providing feedback.

Parish Survey Results - v1.0.docx
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1.3

Feedback Results - Quantitative

Based on the ratio of generally dissatisfied responses, it is suggested that comments
relating to the issues (survey question # in brackets) be assigned more importance to
better understand the results of this survey.

Spiritual

1. Availability of set times
for confession (Q5)

2. Meeting spiritual needs
of special groups (Q2)

3. Scheduling of weekday
Masses (Q4)

1.4

Operational

1. Other parish
fundraising (Q24)

Community

1. Welcoming new
parishioners (Q7)

2. Maintenance of the

2. Building a stronger

parking lot (Q12)

sense of
community (Q6)

3. Communication in
general (Q20), and more
specifically as it pertains
to parish finances (Q19)

3. Community
outreach (Q8)

Feedback Results - Qualitative

Within the 499 survey responses, approximately 2100 comments were captured,
which included both positive and negative statements, concerns and suggestions for
solutions to the issues. The responses were read and categorized based on key
words in the comments.
The parishioner comments covered a broad spectrum of topics, where the following
list elaborates on the diversity of feedback provided. Note – the list below is not
exhaustive, but has been provided only to illustrate the diversity of parishioner
comments provided.
Examples illustrating diversity in topics provided in parishioner comments:
 Parking problem concerns
 Requests for building changes – examples:
o new font for Holy Water
o changing confessional room from open to closed
o update sound system
o introduce projection system in the Nave
o get air conditioning
 Conflicting comments either praising or criticizing:
o Parish as a whole
o Effectiveness of certain ministries or parish positions
 Comments on Catholic education:
Parish Survey Results - v1.0.docx
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o at Mass
o in school system
Conflicting requests on where funds should be allocated:
o Many requests for building upgrades/improvements
o Many concerns over investing in building vs investing in people/programs
Conflicting concerns over congregation behaviours
o Too much talking before/after Mass vs. need to be more social with fellow
parishioners
o arriving to Mass late and leaving early
Lack of knowledge on parish programs and finances
Conflicting requests for Mass changes
o Announcements – have before Mass, remove from Mass, more
announcements, fewer announcements
o Baptisms / First Communions – distribute amongst more Masses; limited to
special Masses only (e.g. one special Mass per month)
Conflicting comments regarding recitation of the Rosary before Mass:
o Environment doesn’t protect the sanctity of Rosary
o Need to remove practice of reciting the Rosary prior to Masses and have it
conducted in personal circumstances (e.g. at home)

As illustrated in the example list above, parishioner opinions were often conflicting
regarding certain topics.
The remainder of the report contains dedicated sections reflecting the dominant
themes that the comments represented, and provides samples of parishioner
sentiments.
In conclusion, there is general satisfaction with parish, however many comments and
suggestions provide a basis for improvements in numerous areas.
Parish Council will use the results to draft a Strategic Plan for the Parish.
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2 . D E TAI L E D Q u a n t i t at i ve A n a lys i s
2.1

Introduction

A total of 499 responses were received and analyzed as part of this exercise. The
lack of sufficient responses from some demographic constituencies limited the depth
of the statistical analysis. For each question on the survey the statistical analysis
focused on comparing responses from the most heavily represented categories with
other categories (e.g., seniors served as the reference group for age against which
the other age groupings were compared).
A few key observations relating to the demographics of the responders included:


Good representation of all age demographics, except youth who were not well
represented among respondents (1% of responses);
 Good representation of parishioners with varying length of residency in the
parish and from those attending the various weekend Mass times;
 Majority of respondents were at least regular attendees (multiple times per
month or more); and,
 Majority of respondents attend Mass with other members of their family.
The demographics of respondents suggest that the results of this survey should
serve as a foundation for strategic planning for the parish. The lone notable exception
is the proportion of youth respondents, suggesting that perhaps a targeted outreach
to ascertain their needs should be pursued.
The breakdown of responses to all questions skewed heavily towards general
satisfaction for all questions (~60% satisfied or very satisfied). Some of the questions
had a disproportionately high number of neutral/uncertain responses, which may
suggest:
 Lack of awareness around the issue,
 Personal relevance of the issue (e.g., parish contributions by pre-authorized
contribution); and or,
 Uncertainty around question (e.g., meaning of ‘parish community outreach’).
There were very few relevant findings that came out of the statistical analysis of
responses within the demographic categories. With the purpose of identifying
priorities for the strategic plan, a ‘general satisfaction ratio’ was determined by
omitting ‘Neutral/uncertain’ responses and pooling responses based on general
satisfaction/dissatisfaction.
Based on the ratio of generally dissatisfied responses, it is suggested that comments
relating to the issues (survey question # in brackets) be assigned more importance to
better understand the results of this survey.

Parish Survey Results - v1.0.docx
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Spiritual

Operational

1. Availability of set times

1. Other parish fundraising

for confession (Q5)

2. Meeting spiritual needs
of special groups (Q2)

3. Scheduling of weekday
Masses (Q4)
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Community

1. Welcoming new
parishioners (Q7)

2. Maintenance of the

2. Building a stronger

parking lot (Q12)

sense of
community (Q6)

3. Communication in
general (Q20), and more
specifically as it pertains
to parish finances (Q19)

8

3. Community
outreach (Q8)
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2.2

Methodological Approach

The statistical analysis that is summarized herein is based on a total of 499
responses to the parish survey received between June and July 2018.
In order to mine the data for optimal resolution among demographic classifications
(e.g., age, duration as a parishioner), a logistic regression procedure was performed
using generalized linear model approach that assumed a multinomial distribution (i.e.,
responses fell into discrete categories and not necessarily in a normal or ‘bellshaped’ fashion).
Statistical analyses sought to test the null hypothesis (i.e., that there was no
differences between groups within a class identifiers), which was rejected when the
probability that this was the case was less than 5% (i.e., 95% confidence level). For
simplicity, only the main effects of class were examined, as the number of responses
was generally too low to be able to make comparisons across intersecting classes
(e.g., seniors across “attending alone vs. with others”).
For the within class comparisons (e.g., age demographic, Mass attendance) the most
populous group within each demographic was used as the reference group, against
which other groups were compared.
2.3

Respondent Demographics

Parish Survey Results - v1.0.docx
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2.4

Summary of Responses to Survey Questions
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2.5

Differences in Responses Among Demographic Classifications





For question 4 above (weekday Mass scheduling), those who attend Mass
weekly had a higher proportion of ‘unsure/neutral responses than those
who attend weekly plus weekday Masses. Responses from those who attend
weekly plus weekday Masses clustered primarily in the ‘Satisfied’ category.
For question 5 above (scheduled confessions);
o Responses from those attending the 5PM Saturday Mass tended toward a
much higher level of satisfaction compared with those from parishioners
attending the 10AM Sunday Mass.

Parish Survey Results - v1.0.docx
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For question 3 above;
o Those attending the 6PM Sunday Mass reported a higher level of
satisfaction than those attending the 10AM Sunday Mass.

Parish Survey Results - v1.0.docx
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For question 1 above (how parish is being operationally managed), there were
significant differences in the responses from among cultural groups and
frequency of Mass attendance.
o Those who infrequently attend our parish had a much higher level of
satisfaction (66.7% ‘Very Satisfied’) than those who attend regularly.



For all other questions above, the responses were statistically identical across
demographic classifications.
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For question 2 above (website); parishioners who attend the 6PM Sunday Mass
tended toward a higher level of satisfaction compared with parishioners
attending the 10AM Sunday Mass.
For question 4 above (communication around financial priorities);
o Responses from seniors clustered in the ‘Unsure/neutral’ category, whereas
those from Adults 36-54 clustered in the ‘Satisfied’ category.
o Long time parishioners (20+ years) responded with a generally lower level of
satisfaction compared with parishioners who have attended for 11-20 years.
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Regarding question 1 above (Mass collection envelopes), responses from
parishioners attending the 5PM Saturday Mass concentrated in the ‘Very
Satisfied’ category, compared with those of parishioners attending 10AM
Sunday Mass, which clustered around the ‘Satisfied’ category.
Regarding question 2 above (pre-authorized donations);
o All age categories reported a higher level of satisfaction compared with
seniors, nearly half of whom responded as ‘Neutral/uncertain’.
o Responses from parishioners who attend 2-3 times per month clustered
around the ‘Satisfied’ category compared with those that attend weekly, who
had a higher proportion of responses in the ‘Very Satisfied’ category.



Regarding question 4 above, the distribution of responses differed according
to cultural identity, frequency of Mass attendance and Mass time attended,
however the generally high rate of ‘Neutral/uncertain’ responses suggests a
lack of understanding of what was meant by ‘other’ parish fundraising.

Parish Survey Results - v1.0.docx
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2.6

Conclusion

In conclusion, there was a high level of satisfaction expressed for all 24 questions put
to the target audience. The profile of respondents reflected much of the demographic
diversity that is visible at our parish. The one exception to this was the very low
participation rate of youth in this survey. It is recommended that a targeted approach
be taken to better ascertain the needs of this demographic, possibly through targeted
focus groups as a follow up to this survey.
While the information contained herein based on an objective statistical analysis of
the information received, it is likely that a review of the comments received will help
with providing an important qualitative element to these data.
With an aim to assisting the next steps in the process, a general satisfaction ratio was
compiled for each of the 24 questions. This was accomplished by omitting the
‘Neutral/uncertain’ responses from each data set and grouping the responses into
either ‘generally satisfied’ or ‘generally dissatisfied’ categories. The questions were
then ordered from highest to lowest in terms of the ratio of ‘generally satisfied’ to
‘generally dissatisfied’ responses. The resulting figure is appended, but this ordering
reveals that the top three issues in each of the theme areas are as follows:
Spiritual

Operational

1. Availability of set times

1. Other parish fundraising

for confession (Q5)

2. Meeting spiritual needs
of special groups (Q2)

3. Scheduling of weekday
Masses (Q4)
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Community

1. Welcoming new
parishioners (Q7)

2. Maintenance of the

2. Building a stronger

parking lot (Q12)

sense of
community (Q6)

3. Communication in
general (Q20), and more
specifically as it pertains
to parish finances (Q19)
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3. Community
outreach (Q8)
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3 . D E TA I L E D Q U A L I TAT I V E A N A LY S I S
Within the 499 survey responses, approximately 2100 comments were captured,
including positive and negative statements, possible solutions to issues or ideas for
consideration.
The table below summarizes feedback received, broken down by QUALITATIVE
question.
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The comments were harvested for common themes, which are then substantiated
with example comments provided.
Special Notes regarding the themes harvested from “parishioner provided”
comments:
 The theme sections attempt to summarize the theme in an accurate light, as
per feedback provided by survey respondents; and
 The theme sections are NOT presented in any priority order. Next steps in the
creation of the strategic plan will determine priorities based on factors such as
(1) parish preferences, (2) related costs, (3) ability to achieve, etc.

Parish Survey Results - v1.0.docx
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4. SPIRITUAL
4.1

Liturgical

Summary
Feedback regarding the liturgical aspect of STM:





4.2

Numerous requests for changes to Mass details:
o Better control over seating parishioners after Mass has started
o Removal of side chairs
o Request announcing the priest’s name as part of the Mass welcome
st
o Request for no baptisms at Mass, and fewer 1 communions
Praise for the Children’s Liturgy program
Concern that STM has no liturgy committee

Devotional

Summary
Feedback regarding the devotional aspect of STM:






4.3

Many comments about the music ministry
o Many highly positive
o Many requesting changes to the hymn selection
Numerous miscellaneous requests:
o More convenient place to fill containers with Holy Water (i.e. find the baptismal font less than
convenient)
o Request for guest speakers for special interests (e.g. husbands and fathers)
o Better communication on what groups exist within the parish and what they have to offer
o Mass times
Rosary and prayer reflection:
o Requests for more control of noise, visiting, etc. while people praying Rosary
o Requests to remove Rosary from devotional program before Sunday Mass

Sacramental

Summary
Feedback regarding the sacraments at STM:







Baptisms
o Request for less bureaucracy for baptism preparation
o Many requesting changes to the hymn selection
Reconciliation
o Many requests for extended times
Funerals
o Cost of funerals
o Allowing eulogies at funerals
o Use of kitchen/hall for funeral lunches
Miscellaneous

Parish Survey Results - v1.0.docx
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o
o
o

4.4

Training of catechists
Homilies reflecting the sacraments being celebrated (e.g. baptisms, first communions)
Rules for photography during sacraments

Education

Summary
Comments regarding Catholic Education activities focused on:






Desire of parishioners to know more about their Catholic faith
o Recognition that numerous opportunities exist, but STM should expand these programs (i.e.
continue what we are doing and expand the variety and the quality of these sessions)
o desire to understand more about the Mass with a focus on reverence and an understanding of
our traditions and their importance
o More challenging programs like the Alpha type programs as offered in some other parishes.
It was noted that the involvement of our Catholic youth in our parish should be an important focus:
o Our pastors need to have a presence in the schools.
o Some thought should be given to ways to engage more students in our parish liturgies.
o Of particular concerns is the “drop off” of youth involvement as they age and a large concern that
once children “leave the nest” they do not come to Mass.
o Our parish should help our parents in finding ways to keep our youth active in the Parish.
Multiple requests for guest speakers, retreats, etc. focusing on key topics

Parish Survey Results - v1.0.docx
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5. COMMUNITY
5.1

Congregation

Summary
Comments regarding the STM congregation focused on:






Use of crying room:
o Some indicated want young children in that space
o Others like to see families as part of the general congregation
o Concern expressed about food/drink – did not want it allowed in Church, or if allowed, restricted
to the crying room
Late arrivals and/or early departures to the Mass
o Lots of comments indicating concern/irritation with parishioners coming and going during the
Mass
Applause after Mass
o Several criticisms of “applauding the choir after Mass”,

5.2

Ministries/Programs

5.2.1

Greeters

Summary
Comments regarding greeters at the Masses was varied:




5.2.2

Both praise and criticism of greeters
Request for greeters or greeters program to welcome parishioners to the Mass
Request for clergy to be part of greeter program

Welcome/Belonging

Summary
Comments regarding welcoming and belonging at STM was varied:



5.2.3

most emphasis focused on “the parish needs to do more to make NEW people feel welcome”
many people feel very welcome

Ushers

Summary
Comments regarding ushers at STM Masses was varied:



Both praise and criticism of ushers
Some comments indicated “Ushers should be controlling the behaviours of parishioners” - examples:
o Ushers keeping parishioners at the back or sides when they come to Mass late
o Ushers not allowing parishioners to save seats at Mass (especially during Easter and Christmas)
o Ushers enforcing louder children to go to the crying room

Parish Survey Results - v1.0.docx
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5.2.4

Coffee Program

Summary
Comments regarding the after Mass coffee program was varied:




5.2.5

Mostly praise for the program as a “chance to get to know other parishioners”
Some comments indicated the program is the source of traffic congestion between Masses because
parishioners are delayed from giving up their parking space
Some comments indicated that the location of the program was disruptive:
o Needs to be away from the Nave so that others can be left to pray in peace
o Needs to be in a larger area so that foyer is not as crowded and/or more people can participate
without as much congestion

Knights Of Columbus (K of C)

Summary
Comments regarding the Knights of Columbus at STM was varied:




5.2.6

Praise of the Knights and their programs:
o An organization that creates community and allows parishioners to become involved
o An active group that supports the parish and community
o Seen as a “volunteer resource” to be utilized
o Overwhelming appreciation of the Pancake breakfast
Criticism of the Knights:
o Parishioners incorrectly believe the grocery card program to be a Knight’s fundraiser, as opposed
to “ a parish fundraiser which has Knights as volunteers”
o See the Knights as “too visible” or “too prominent” at Masses, especially in regards to fundraising

Pancake Breakfast

Summary
Comments regarding the Knights of Columbus Pancake Breakfast was overwhelmingly positive:





5.2.7

One of the few “visible” programs which promote parish community
Some requests for pancake breakfast improvements:
o Credit card machine instead of “cash only”
o Provide gluten-free product
o Have more breakfasts (i.e. every week)
o Have different “low fat” food alternatives
Requests to “allow other groups (e.g. youth) to participate in hosting the breakfasts”

Catholic Women’s League (CWL)

Summary
Comments regarding Catholic Women’s League (CWL) at STM was overwhelmingly positive:


Praise of the CWL and their programs:
o An organization that creates community and allows parishioners to become involved
o An active group that supports the parish and community
o Seen as a “volunteer resource” to be utilized

Parish Survey Results - v1.0.docx
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o

5.2.8

Overwhelming appreciation of the Mary’s garden

Saint Vincent de Paul

Summary
Comments regarding Saint Vincent de Paul was overwhelmingly positive:




5.2.9

Praise of Saint Vincent de Paul
Desire for more information/updates on what they are doing
Desire for more Saint Vincent de Paul parish events:
o Clothing drives
o Houseware drives
o Helping refugees/immigrants

Refugee Program

Summary
Comments regarding any refugee services/programs provided by STM were overwhelmingly seen as
positive and a necessary “reaching out” service available in the parish.
The comments indicated it is important for STM to provide refugee services, for the benefit of:



The refugees themselves; and for
The parishioners and parish by “being involved, reaching out, and doing God’s work”

5.2.10 Parish Outreach

Summary
Comments regarding any services/programs for the sick and shut-ins were overwhelmingly seen as positive
and a necessary “reaching out” service available in the parish.
The comments indicate:




It is necessary for the parish to provide such services; outreach to our parishioners:
o Who need transportation to Sunday Mass
o Are sick or lonely and in need of home visits to give them the feeling of belonging to our parish
It is a valid expectation for Sick/shut-in parishioners to expect such services available

5.2.11 Ministries – General

Summary
Feedback regarding parish ministries, in general, were as follows:
 Information needed about ministries and what they do/offer
 Communication between staff and ministries
 Encourage more parishioner participation/involvement
 Requests for a list and explanation of ministries in a booklet
 More communication and transparency
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5.3

Groups

There were a number of comments relating to the various groups that expressed
differing views suggesting that communication might be an issue as some
parishioners may not be aware of what already is available in the parish.
Some “all encompassing” comments which are relevant to all of the groups in this
section are:




5.3.1

“Replace the Family Coordinator position with a "Parish Engagement" staff position who
would sit down with all new parish families, find out what interests them and then plugs them
into different parish ministries (kind of like a welcome coordinator). Would need to be a
person with lots of energy and enthusiasm, someone who is well-organized, takes the
initiative and is industrious. It may help with the "stewardship" deficit in the parish by
increasing new ministry memberships, and helping new parishioners feel part of a
community.”
Perhaps better communication of programs already happening in the Parish. We hear of
groups but little information.
Seniors and Long Term Parishioners

Summary
Comments regarding the Seniors at STM:




5.3.2

Suggested seniors in our Parish were neglected.
Comments indicated that too much emphasis was placed on other groups with seniors being ignored.
More programs for seniors were requested.

Single/Separated/Widowed/Divorced

Summary
Comments regarding these groups at STM indicated there are not enough programs and/or opportunities
for each of these groups:




5.3.3

Single/Separated/Widowed individuals:
o suggested having functions and opportunities directed specifically for them would be appreciated
and beneficial
o Unattached parishioners who are looking for group to meet people with common situations
Divorced individuals:
o Suggested that the church has left them in a quandary as they wanted to participate in services
but felt they were unwanted
o Outreach needed for divorced

New Parishioners

Summary
Comments regarding new parishioners at STM:


Appeared to be a consensus suggesting that STM’s welcoming of new parishioners lacked in
effectiveness
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5.3.4

Several ideas for welcoming these new parishioners were offered, including having a newcomers
club.

Multicultural

Summary
Comments regarding embracing the multi-cultural makeup at STM:


5.3.5

Functions that recognized our multi-cultural make up should be offered.

Families/Children

Summary
Comments regarding families and children at STM:




5.3.6

acknowledged the good opportunities that exist in the parish for mothers and their small children to
gather
request for more programs
concern was expressed that there were fewer activities and opportunities for full family involvement in
the parish

Young Couples

Summary
Comments regarding young couples at STM:


5.3.7

suggested there should be more opportunities for young couples to gather and become engaged in
their spiritual development

LGTBQ Community

Summary
Comments regarding the LGTBQ community at STM:



5.3.8

centered on finding ways to be more welcoming to this disenfranchised group
find ways to encourage them to be part of the parish community

Disabled

Summary
Comments regarding the disabled at STM:




5.3.9

Continue to make parishioners aware of the struggles the disabled have
provide access to programs and facilities as reasonably possible
more disabled parking needed

Youth/Young Adults

Summary
Comments regarding the youth and young adults at STM:


lack of youth opportunities in our parish with the notable exception of the work by our Youth
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Coordinator and the younger group she engages
It appeared the older youth did not feel they had much of a focus in our parish

5.4

Programs

5.4.1

Outreach

Summary
Comments regarding the Outreach at STM:







5.4.2

Parishioners at Saint Thomas More have the capacity and the capability to do much more sharing of
both their money and skills
The focus should be within our community – local and immigrant families in need, share with other
parishes in need, the homeless and the poor:
o Programs on helping the homeless with food bank, soup kitchen and housing programs
Lack of parishioner understanding regarding:
o What programs are in place/available; and
o What are the program successes and what are the program needs?
Need to reach out with an evangelical spirit to spread the good word in our Community.

Social Events

Summary
Comments regarding social events and the need for them at STM:






Are required to meet people, to make new friends, to mentor new Parishioners, and to show
appreciation for those parishioners who participate in our ministries.
More social events are needed that are targeted at the specific demographics of the Parish - seniors,
youth, divorced and separated, multicultural, etc.
Events can involve fund raisers like Christmas Bazaars as well as pot luck lunches and dinners,
picnics, card group.
Social events can involve outside activity such as Oil King’s hockey, soccer, theatre, speakers, etc.
We have a beautiful church hall that should be used more often
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6 . O P E R AT I O N A L
6.1

Operations

6.1.1

Administration Staff

Summary
Feedback regarding administration staff was varied:



6.1.2

Many parishioners expressed satisfaction in this area.
Some parishioners want improvements with the parish office:
o Have someone answering the phone rather than being automatically sent to extensions or voice
mail
o Warm and welcoming reception throughout the day
o Improved communication in general from the staff
o Greater communication between staff and ministries.

Building Foundation Repair

Summary
Feedback regarding building foundation repair was as follows:



6.1.3

Main concern is sinking foundation slab
o Parishioners want more information available regarding specifics of this problem
Concerns about grounds upkeep

Church – Physical Changes

Summary
Feedback regarding the Church building was as follows:




6.1.4

Church nave:
o Hot in the summer, in need of air conditioning
o Could maybe use a projection system
Socializing and fellowship space:
o Too small and congested
o Often mixed with other activities/programs
o More transparency on planning and costs for capital projects

Library

Summary
Feedback regarding the library was as follows:


Some parishioners expressed a desire to expand its size and visibility
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6.1.5

Maintenance

Summary
Feedback received regarding maintenance was varied.


Many feel that we must improve and upgrade our efforts in maintaining the building
o Carpet wear
o General maintenance
o Upkeep of church grounds
o Need for more custodial staff



Others feel that we are doing an adequate job in this area

6.1.6

Mass Times

Summary
Feedback received regarding Mass times was varied:


Many parishioners like the Mass times the way they are



Some mentioned that there is congestion in the parking lot due to overlapping congregations,
particularly between the 8:30 am and 10:00 am Masses on Sunday



Some want a modification to the weekday Mass schedule to accommodate working adults or
parents

6.1.7

Meeting Rooms

Summary
Feedback received regarding meeting rooms was as follows:


They are heavily booked



Some parishioners feel that they are not accessible to them

6.1.8

Parking

Summary
Feedback received regarding parking was as follows:


Some concerns regarding snow removal in the winter time



Congestion on Sunday mornings in between Masses



Desire for more parking spots for the elderly or disabled

6.1.9

Size of Parish

Summary
Feedback received regarding the size of the parish was as follows:


Many feel that the size of the parish makes it difficult for new people to feel welcomed



Some parishioners have difficulty with the large parish
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6.1.10 Sound System

Summary
Feedback received regarding the sound system was as follows:


Parishioners expressed difficulty hearing in different areas of the church building



Could use an upgrade in the microphones used by priests and deacons

6.2

Communication

6.2.1

Display Space

Summary
Feedback regarding display space was positive.



6.2.2

Parishioners appreciate the communication regarding groups and events that pertain to them.
Some concern regarding “equal opportunity to post flyers, information, etc.”

Bulletin and Website

Summary
Feedback regarding parish bulletin and information from the website was as follows:




6.2.3

Bulletin:
o Bulletin too long
o Bulletin repeated week to week
o Should have a modern approach to bulletin – put detail on website:
 Save lots of paper
 Subscribe to bulletin and receive it by email
o Hand out bulletin before Mass
o Suggestion that STM review the bulletin from Our Lady of Perpetual Help (OLPH) in Sherwood
Park, as a good example of a better bulletin
New Website:
o Lots of positive comments about the new website being an excellent improvement
o Must be kept current
o Suggestion to entertain use of social media (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, etc.)
o Website needs to be publicized

Communication – Parish Finances or Operations

Summary
Feedback regarding communication of parish finances was as follows:






Parishioners don’t believe they are informed well (i.e. feel they don’t know if STM is in good shape or
not)
Want more information available regarding “What are the parish needs?”
Parishioners don’t understand and/or don’t support “Together we serve”.
o Many disagree with the agencies/charities that are recipients of the funds collected
o Not sure which agencies are getting what amounts
Concern/curiosity that new rectory “May be a mansion?”
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6.2.4

Communication – At Mass Announcements

Summary
Feedback regarding Mass announcements was as follows:


Lots of concern/irritation expressed regarding announcements repeating what is already in the
bulletin
Some request to have announcements happen before Mass, because of people leaving Mass early,
although many people also arrive to Mass late…



6.3

Financial

6.3.1

Donation Envelopes or Pre-Authorized Donation (PAD)

Summary
Feedback received regarding donations to the parish:





Pre-authorized donation (PAD) is liked
Consider other options such as credit card or online giving
Envelopes are okay
People can donate whenever they want – weekly envelopes are good

Feedback regarding the grocery cards indicates that this program is well liked.
 May wish to consider online buying
 Move program away from foyer area
 Many do not know how profitable it is, or what it is used for (i.e. should indicate in bulletin)

6.3.2

Fundraising, School Lunch Collection, Food Bank

Summary
Feedback received regarding fundraising was split equally:


Many feel efforts at present are sufficient to meet needs of Church



Others feel that we could consider other options – gift shop, garage sales, silent auction, car wash,
baking sales, 50/50 draws, bottle drives



Could use hall more – hall rentals



Others feel that they would be willing to donate if they knew what needs were being addressed

6.3.3

Parish Pastoral Council (PPC)

Summary
Comments regarding the STM PPC focused on:






Not knowing much about it:
o Who are the members, including pictures/directory of them
o How to join, or when joining opportunities become available
Concern over PPC’s visibility
Concern about PPC representation of the cultural diversity of STM congregation
Concern over lack of STM Liturgy Committee
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7. OTHER
7.1

Diocesan

7.1.1

Clergy

Summary
Comments regarding the clergy indicated:



7.1.2

Parishioners feel they need to support the clergy and encourage their interaction with STM
parishioners, the schools, and the community
Concern over the length and relevance of the homilies

Priest Turnover

Summary
Feedback was received indicating concern about “Too much priest turnover”:


7.1.3

hurts the sense of community we are trying to build

Together We Serve

Summary
Feedback regarding the “Together We Server Program” was generally negative:



Not enough detail provided about where funding goes
Parishioners felt it constrained where they could target the funds they provided

7.2

Miscellaneous

7.2.1

Thanks

Summary
The survey indicated that generally, the congregation was satisfied with the parish, how it is managed, and
the people responsible for its management.
This section provides a tiny sample of the many accolades that parishioners had for the STM parish.
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